CCC Shuttle Frequently Asked Questions:

Who can ride the shuttle?

All currently registered students, faculty, and staff can ride the shuttle provided a shuttle service waiver form has been completed. Registered students who are minors must have their parent or guardian complete the waiver form. Minor children riding with an adult with a valid CCC ID are also allowed on the shuttle.

How do I sign up?

Step 1: Complete and return a signed shuttle waiver to your college’s Security Office. A copy of the waiver can be obtained at your college’s Security Office, Advising Office, Business Office, Registrar’s Office, or on-line at ccc.edu/shuttle

Step 2: Once your signed form is returned, the Security Office will update your CCC ID to allow you to board the shuttle. A valid CCC ID is required to use the shuttle service.

Where does the shuttle go?

Shuttle routes and schedules can be found on-line at ccc.edu/shuttle.

What is the shuttle schedule?

Approximate arrival times are listed in the shuttle informational brochure which can be downloaded from ccc.edu/shuttle. Times listed in the brochure are estimates and may vary based on traffic conditions each day. You can track your shuttle’s estimated arrival time using our real-time shuttle tracker on your phone, tablet or desktop at ccc.edu/shuttle.

What are the shuttle’s hours of operations?

Monday – Thursday: 7 am – 10 am and 4 pm – 6 pm.

The shuttle only runs when classes are in session.

I turned in my waiver form, but my ID card does not work on the shuttle... what do I do?

Present your ID to your college’s Security office to ensure that shuttle access has been activated.

Can I bring my child on the shuttle?

Minors may ride the shuttle if they are accompanied by an adult with a valid CCC ID (i.e., an adult that is currently registered or employed and has completed a waiver form).
Can I bring a friend on the shuttle?

No. Only currently registered students, faculty or staff members that have completed the waiver form are permitted to ride.

Is there a bike rack?

No. Bikes are not permitted on the shuttle.

Is there internet access on the bus?

Yes. Wi-Fi internet access is provided. Look for the CCCFree SSID on your mobile device. When leaving a CCC facility and boarding the shuttle bus, you will need to re-connect to CCCFree on the bus. Likewise, you may need to reconnect upon arrival at any CCC facility. If the Wi-Fi on your bus does not work, please alert the driver who will then notify a technician.